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Abstract

Testing Army communications protocols is considered for a testing en-
vironment where tester has limited degrees of controllability on ap-
plying inputs to an Implementation Under Test. The inputs fall into
three categories: directly controllable, semicontrollable, or uncontrol-
lable. A graph conversion algorithm is presented to utilize the semicon-
trollable inputs, thereby increasing the number of testable transitions.
The research was motivated while generating tests for MIL-STD 188-
220B. The number of testable transitions for 188-220B Class A–Type 1
Datalink Service module is approximately 200 without utilizing semi-
controllable inputs. These 200 account for only 30% of the transitions
defined in the protocol specification. The presented methodology makes
it possible to increase the number of testable transitions to over 700.
Combined with our previous work on testing protocols with timing con-
straints, the methodology allows us to generate tests free of interruptions
due to timeouts, and covering more than 95% of the defined transitions
in 188-220B’s Type 1 Datalink Layer.

1 Introduction

Testing protocol implementations for conformance to their spec-
ifications has been an active research area [1]–[10]. In a test-
ing environment, a tester’s control over an Implementation Under
Test (IUT) may be limited. This problem is likely to make cer-
tain protocol features untestable. In an ideal situation, it should
be possible to apply to the IUT every possible input that is defined
in the protocol specification. In reality, testers may not have a di-
rect access to all of an IUT’s interfaces. In a testing framework
containing an (N)-layer IUT, the (N-1)-Service Provider [11], and
the upper layer, the IUT’s interfaces with the upper layer or the
peer entities (such as timers, etc.), typically are not directly ac-
cessible (with an exposed interface only between the IUT and the
(N-1)-Service Provider). If this is the case, the interactions that
involve these ‘not directly controllable’ interfaces leave certain
portions of the IUT model untestable.

There are many real-life protocols that possess not directly con-
trollable inputs due to a tester’s limited control over the interac-
tions between the IUT and other communicating entities. For ex-
ample, for MIL-STD 188-220B (herein 188-220B) [12] Datalink
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layer service, over 70% of the transitions cannot be directly con-
trolled in CECOM’s testing facility without access from the Net-
work layer. Similar controllability problems are present in the
IEEE 802.2 LLC Connection Component protocol [13].

This paper presents a methodology that utilizes an IUT’s semi-
controllable interfaces. An algorithm is presented to modify an
IUT’s directed graph representation such that the semicontrol-
lable portions of the IUT become directly controllable, where
possible. This algorithm is being applied to 188-220B to generate
conformance tests for use at CECOM’s test facility. Initial results
are promising: the number of testable transitions increased from
200 to over 700 for the Class A–Type 1 Datalink Service mod-
ule [14].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates thecon-
trollability problembased on 188-220B. The problem is then for-
mally defined in Section 3. Section 4 describes a system model
for a testing environment with multiple interfaces of varying con-
trollability, with practical issues introduced into this model in
Section 5. An algorithm to modify an IUT’s graph so that semi-
controllable interfaces can be fully utilized is sketched in Sec-
tion 6. In Section 7, the application of the technique to testing
188-220B is presented.

2 Practical motivation–188-220B

As motivation for solving the controllability problem, a real pro-
tocol is considered where an SUT’s (N+1)-layer must be utilized
indirectly to test certain transitions within the (N)-layer IUT.

188-220B is a military standard for interoperability of command,
control, communications, computers, and intelligence over Com-
bat Net Radios. 188-220B focuses on three layers: Physical,
Datalink, and Network. An SUT contains the (N)-layer IUT im-
plemented in the Datalink layer, and the Intranet sublayer, which
is part of the (N+1)-layer (Network), as shown in Figure 1.

In the environment used to test 188-220B (located at CECOM,
Ft. Monmouth, NJ), the upper layers cannot be directly con-
trolled. Table 1 shows examples of three 188-220B’s implemen-
tations, developed by different manufacturers for specific areas
of use. Although it is technically feasible to directly use inputs
from the upper layers for one of them (Internet Controller), ex-
tending direct testing approach to other implementations is either
impossible, or requires costly, implementation-specific changes
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Figure 1: MIL-STD 188-220B: Example of the controllability problem
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Figure 2: (a) Testing IUT with multiple interfaces; (b) Testing (N)-layer IUT with an (N+1)-layer semicontrollable interface.

Platform Implementer Area of use

Internet Controller ITT Command

& Control

Tactical Communication Hughes/ Fire

Interface Modem Raytheon Support

Improved Data Modem ICI Airborne

Table 1: 188-220B implementations tested at CECOM.

in the conformance tester’s software. Moreover, each implemen-
tation would require its own test suite. The technique presented in
this paper provides a means to obtain a generic, implementation-
independent test suite for the protocol.

The above restrictions make the IUT’s transitions that are trig-
gered by the inputs coming from the Network layer not directly
testable. An example SUT transition that causes a controllabil-
ity problem is transitiont1 from the Class A–Type 1 Service
Datalink module [12, 14] (Figure 1). Theinput/eventfield for
this transition requires aDL Unitdata Reqfrom the (N+1)-layer.
Unfortunately, the interface between the IUT and the (N+1)-layer
is not directly accessible for generating this input.

In fact, 70% of the transitions are based on not directly control-
lable inputs. Without indirect testing, test coverage would be se-
riously reduced. However, by applying the technique introduced
in this paper, almost all (>95%) defined transitions can be tested
(the number of testable transitions rose to over 700 from approx-
imately 200 for the Class A–Type 1 Datalink Service module.

3 Definition of controllability problem

Consider a testing environment shown in Figure 2 (a). The Sys-
tem Under Test (SUT) contains an IUT, which interacts withF
FSMs. FSM1; � � � ; FSMF , implemented inside the SUT, in-
teract with the IUT through interfacesI1; � � � ; IF . The points
at which a testing system can apply inputs to and observe out-
puts from the IUT are calledpoints of control and observation
(PCOs) [11]. Each IUT’s interface is associated with a full-
duplex PCO through which inputs and outputs can be exchanged.
As introduced in [15], each input can be one of three different
types: (1)directly controllable: a tester can directly apply the
input to the IUT through the PCO; (2)semicontrollable: a tester
cannot directly apply the input to the IUT through the PCO. How-
ever, it is possible to utilize one of the FSMs interacting with the
IUT to supply this input indirectly; and (3)uncontrollable: the
input may be supplied through a PCO without any explicit action
of the tester, i.e., the input may be generated in the testing system
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without the tester’s control.

The inputs at a given PCO can belong to one or more of these
three types. If a PCO has any semicontrollable inputs and does
not have any uncontrollable inputs, we say that its associated in-
terface is semicontrollable. If there are no semicontrollable or
uncontrollable inputs, the interface is called directly controllable.
A typical example of a directly controllable interface is a Lower
Tester FSM [11]. A timer FSM, whose only inputs come from an
IUT (e.g., start, restart, and stop the timer), is a typical semicon-
trollable interface.

This paper addresses the problem of generating optimal realiz-
able test sequences in an environment with multiple semicontrol-
lable interfaces. This problem will be referred to as thecontrol-
lability problem.

In the testing framework of Figure 2 (a), the tester is unable to
supply inputs directly to the IUT through interfacesI1; � � � ; IF .
Therefore, the interfacesI1; � � � ; IF are only semicontrollable,
provided thatFSM1; � � � ; FSMF can be utilized to supply in-
puts to the IUT. On the other hand, the tester can apply inputs to
the IUT directly by using a Lower Tester (LT), which exchanges
N-PDUs with the IUT by using the (N-1)-Service Provider. The
interfaceI0 between the LT and the IUT is therefore directly
controllable (I0 can be considered an interface between the LT
and the IUT, because the (N-1)-Service Provider acts as a pass-
through that does not alter inputs or outputs).

A simplified test framework with one semicontrollable interface
is shown in Figure 2 (b). To test the IUT’s transitions triggered
by the inputs fromI1, the tester must use the directly control-
lable interface (by applying messagea at I0) to force the IUT to
generate outputs toI1 (messageb). These outputs are applied
to FSMi at I1’s PCO. As response to these outputs,FSMi will
send back inputs to the IUT throughI1 (messagec). These inputs
will trigger the appropriate transitions in the IUT.

For testing 188-220B’s transitiont1 (described in Section 2),
messagea corresponds toPL-Unitdata.Indthat contains an in-
tranet layer message telling the (N+1)-layer to relay the frame
to a different network node, messageb is DL-Unitdata.Ind, mes-
sagec correspondsDL-Unitdata.Reqneeded to triggert1, and
messaged is PL-Unitdata.Reqobservable by the lower tester.

4 FSM-based model of test system with semicon-
trollable interfaces

Let us consider an IUT (modeled by a Finite State Machine
(FSM) [6]) interacting with multiple semicontrollable interfaces.
The goal of test generation in this environment isto derive a set
of tests exercising each transition in an IUT’s FSM at least once.
Specifically, given a graphG representing an IUT’s FSM, we
want to find a minimum-cost tour ofG such that each transition
is covered at least once.

Let Ai = fai;1; : : : ; ai;cig andOi = foi;1; : : : ; oi;mi
g. Ai is a

set of semicontrollable inputs atIi. Oi is a set of outputs of the
IUT that force inputs inAi to be buffered atIi. There may be

several outputs in setOi that force inputai;j to be buffered at
Ii–oi;j denotes any such output.

Given the graphG(V;E) representing an FSM model of an IUT
with multiple semicontrollable interfaces, let us define the fol-
lowing parameters:

� F–number of semicontrollable interfaces interacting with
the IUT

� Ti;j � E–subset of edges inG triggered by inputai;j 2 Ai

atIi
� bi–buffer size (maximum number of inputs buffered) at the
i-th semicontrollable interfaceIi

� ci–number of different inputsai;j 2 Ai that trigger transi-
tions atIi

� Ui;j � E–set of IUT’s transitions with outputoi;j

4.1 Modeling buffers as FIFO-type queues

For now, let us assume that there exists a separate FIFO buffer
in the semicontrollable interface between the IUT and each inter-
acting FSM. During testing, a buffer may be empty or store an
arbitrary sequence of inputs (referred to as a buffer state) to the
IUT generated indirectly through thei-th semicontrollable inter-
face.

Let us model the system as an FSM, represented byG
0

(V
0

; E
0

).
Each vertex inV

0

is a tuple consisting of the original vertex inV
andF buffer states. The maximum number of nodesjV

0

jmax is
jV

0

jmax = jV j �
QF

i=1 B(i), wherejV j is the number of nodes in
G, andB(i) is the maximum number of states of thei-th buffer
defined as follows:

B(i) =

�
(1� c1+bi

i )=(1� ci) if ci > 1
1 + bi if ci = 1

(1)

In the general case, the maximum number of nodes inG
0

grows
exponentially with the number of semicontrollable interfacesF
and the buffer sizeb.

5 Model refinement based on practical con-
straints

Although the model presented in Section 4 assumes that a semi-
controllable interface consists of FIFO-type buffers, in practice
this assumption may not be true for all implementations. Test
sequences generated for an IUT with only FIFO-type buffers be-
come non-deterministic for other IUTs using different types of
interfaces [15]. To avoid this type of non-determinism during
testing, the model presented in Section 4 will be used to generate
tests with the restriction that,(1) the IUT model should have a
buffer sizebi = 1, and,(2) at any time, only one of the IUT’s
semicontrollable interfaces can buffer an input. In such case, the
maximum number of nodes isjV

0

jmax = jV j � (1 +
PF

i=1 ci),
which indicates a linear growth. For smallF andci, the size of
G

0

is only a small multiplicant ofG.

The introduced restrictions on the buffer size and on the num-
ber of buffered inputs help avoid non-deterministic behavior of
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the SUT during testing. Although the test sequence length is in-
creased by these restrictions, the tests become applicable to many
different SUT interface types.

6 Graph conversion algorithm

In this section, an algorithm sketch for convertingG(V;E) to
G

0

(V
0

; E
0

) is presented (a detailed description of the algorithm
along with its pseudocode is available in [16]). The algorithm
proceeds as follows:

1. r
0

, the root ofG
0

, is initialized as(r; ;; � � � ; ;)–the root ofG
and the configuration of empty buffers

2. E
0

is initialized as empty set, andV
0

asfr
0

g

3. unexplored vertices are queued inQ (initialized toV
0

)

4. repeat in a loop untilQ is empty

(a) v
0

= (vstart; B̂1; : : : ; B̂F ) is dequeued fromQ
(b) for each outgoing edgee = (vstart; vend) 2 E

i. determinek, index ofe’s class
ii. given (B̂1; : : : ; B̂F ) andClass k, construct:

� new configuration(B1; : : : ; BF )
� new vertexv

0

new = (vend; B1; : : : ; BF ) 2 V
0

� new edgee
0

new = (v
0

; v
0

new) 2 E
0

(c) add new edges toE
0

iff inputs in (B̂1; : : : ; B̂F ) cannot
trigger other edges outgoing fromvstart

(d) end verticesv
0

new 2 V
0

of new edges inE
0

are ap-
pended toQ

5. pruneG
0

to a Strongly Connected Component

Let Bi denote a sequence of inputs buffered at thei-th semi-
controllable interface. Each statev

0

2 V
0

has two compo-
nents: the original statev 2 V , and the current configuration
of F buffers, i.e.,v

0

= (v; B̂1; : : : ; B̂F ). The algorithm con-
structs all possible buffer configurations with up tobi inputs
buffered atIi. Given an original edgee = (vstart; vend) 2 E,
and the current vertexv

0

= (vstart; B̂1; : : : ; B̂F ), a new vertex
v

0

new is created based on a new configurationB1; : : : ; BF , i.e.,
v

0

new = (vend; B1; : : : ; BF ). The edgee = (vstart; vend) 2 E is
included inE

0

ase
0

new = (v
0

; v
0

new). The edgee 2 E belongs to
one of the four classes depicted in Figure 3:

� Class 1:e is triggered by an input from and generates out-
put(s) to an LT.

� Class 2:e is triggered by an input from an LT and generates
an outputoq;l (buffered inBq to create a new configuration)
at Iq .

� Class 3:e is triggered byap;k (extracted fromBp to create
a new configuration) fromIp and generates output(s) to an
LT.

� Class 4:e is triggered by an inputap;k from Ip and gener-
ates an outputoq;l atIq .

It can be shown thatG
0

(V
0

; E
0

) built by the presented algorithm
is aminimal validrepresentation of the system as an FSM. Based

IUT
x
y

Class 1:

I0

FSM

IUT

q

oq,l

Class 2:

Iq

x I0
y

FSM

IUT

p

y

ap,k
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I0

Ip

Class 4a:

IUT

FSMp

a op,lp,k
Ip

y

Class 4b:

IUT

FSM FSMp q

a oq,lp,k

Ip Iq

y

Figure 3: Classes of edges inG
0

(dashed-lined outputs are op-
tional).

on the practical considerations discussed in Section 5, the algo-
rithm can be refined so that at any given point in time there could
be a single input buffered in only one of the buffersBi, which
yields a linearrunning time ofRTref = O(c � F � jEj).

7 Generating tests for practical testing
framework–188-220B

7.1 Rural Chinese Postman Problem formulation

Given graphsG andG
0

, our goal is to find a minimum-cost tour
of G

0

such that each edge inE is covered at least once.G
0

will likely contain multiple appearances of certain edges from
the original graphG. LetE

0

c � E
0

be the subset of edges inG
0

such that each original edge inE is represented by at least one
copy inE

0

c. To build a minimum-cost tour ofG
0

covering each
original edge inE is equivalent to finding a minimum-cost tour
of G

0

that includes each transition inE
0

c (the set ofmandatory
edges) at least once, and each transition in(E

0

� E
0

c) (the set of
optionaledges) zero or more times. This problem is known as the
Rural Chinese Postman Problem [17], with a solution presented
in [3].

The practical concern of making diagnostics easier [15] suggests
the following guideline: “Test as many transitions as possible
without interactions at semicontrollable interfaces.” Therefore,
each transition inE should be represented inE

0

c by a copy corre-
sponding to no inputs buffered at the semicontrollable interfaces.
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Edge name Input from Output to
t1 FSM1?a1;1 LT !y1
u1 LT ?x1 FSM1!o1;1
u2 LT ?x1 FSM1!o1;1
u3 LT ?x1 FSM1!o1;1
u4 LT ?x1 FSM1!o1;1
u5 LT ?x1 FSM1!o1;1
e1 LT ?x2 LT !y2
e2 LT ?x3 LT !y3
e3 LT ?x4 LT !y4
e4 LT ?x5 LT !y2
e5 LT ?x4 LT !y5
e6 LT ?x3 LT !y3
e7 LT ?x2 LT !y5
e8 LT ?x3 LT !y3
e9 LT ?x5 LT !y2

Table 2: Inputs and outputs for Figure 4 (a).A?x denotes receiv-
ing inputx fromA; B!y sending outputy toB.

7.2 Application to 188-220B Class A–Type 1 Datalink
Layer [12, 14]

The FSM in Figure 4 (a) models the part of Class A–Type 1
Datalink Layer (DLL) of 188-220B that handles retransmissions
and coupled acknowledgments. The Datalink layer IUT interacts
with one semicontrollable interface at the Intranet layer. The In-
tranet layer must be used as an “implicit” upper tester to test all
of the IUT’s transitions.

To keep the example simple enough, the following assumptions
have been made:

� there is only one semicontrollable interface between the In-
tranet and the Datalink layers;

� the semicontrollable interface’s buffer sizeb = 1;
� the maximum allowable number of retransmissions is 1;
� frames are sent to one destination (188-220B allows up to

16 data link addresses for multidestination frames);
� all frames require a coupled acknowledgment.

The IUT maintains two timers: an acknowledgment timer, whose
expiration causes retransmission of an unacknowledged frame or
passing an acknowledgment failure to the Intranet layer, and a TP
timer that in the running state prevents the IUT from transmitting
frames.

The graphG representing the IUT consists of4 states:

� A–the initial state, there are no outstanding frames, acknowl-
edgment timer off;

� B0, B1–one outstanding frame, acknowledgment timer on,
number of retransmissions left equal to 0 and 1, respectively;

� C0–TP timer running, the outstanding frame buffered with
one retransmission left;

� C–TP timer running, no outstanding frames.

G has15 transitions:

� t1–input a1;1: the Intranet layer sends a packet with a
TOS requiring a coupled acknowledgment, outputy1: the

Datalink layer transmits a frame with a P/F=1 and starts ac-
knowledgment timer;

� u1-5–inputx1: tester sends a frame from the Physical Layer
containing a packet to be relayed, outputo1;1: the Datalink
layer passes the frame up to the Intranet layer which shall
relay the packet and send back an input triggering t1;

� e1–inputx2: TP timer times out; outputy2: null;
� e2, e8–inputx3: tester sends a URR Command with a P/F=1

and the destination address other than the IUT’s address,
outputy3: null; TP timer started, acknowledgment timer
stopped if running;

� e3–inputx4: acknowledgment timer times out, outputy4:
acknowledgment failure to the Intranet Layer;

� e4, e9–inputx5: destination acknowledges the frame; output
y2: null;

� e5–inputx4: acknowledgment timer times out; outputy5:
frame retransmitted, acknowledgment timer restarted;

� e6–same as e2 and e8 except that an outstanding frame is
buffered;

� e7–inputx2: TP timer times out; outputy5: frame retrans-
mitted, acknowledgment timer started.

In this exampleF = 1, c1 = 1, T1 = T1;1 = ft1g, U1;1 =
fu1; u2; u3; u4; u5g,A1 = fa1;1g, andO1 = fo1;1g. Transition
t1 is the one that needs to be triggered indirectly, as described
in Section 2. GraphG contains several invalid paths. Any test
sequence including those paths will not be realizable in a test
laboratory. For example, consider the following paths:

� t1, e5, e9–t1 cannot be triggered without prior traversal of
u1, u2, u3, u4, or u5;

� u5, t1, u1, e3, e2, e1–after executing e3, t1 will trigger be-
cause of an input buffered as a result of traversing u1. There-
fore, e2 cannot follow e3 in the path before a buffered input
is consumed by t1.

After applying the refined version of the algorithm from Section 6
toG (Figure 4 (b)), each stateS is replaced with its two copies in
G

0

: S:0 for the empty buffer, andS:1 for the buffer containing an
input from the Intranet Layer. SinceG

0

is a minimal valid graph
for the SUT, it no longer contains invalid paths.

The setsE, E
0

, andE
0

c are as follows:

E = fe1; : : : ; e9; u1; : : : ; u5; t1g

E
0

= fe1:0; e1:1; e2:0; e3:0; e3:1; e7:0; e7:1;

e8:0; e8:1; e9:0; e9:1; u1:0; : : : ; u5:0; t1:0g

E
0

c = fe1:0; e2:0; e3:0; e7:0; e8:0;

e9:0; u1:0; : : : ; u5:0; t1:0g

Given setsE
0

andE
0

c, the Aho et al. optimization technique gives
the following minimum cost test sequence (the suffixes of edges
are dropped):

u5; t1; e6; u2; e7; e3; t1; e6; e7; e9; u5; t1; u1; e3; t1;

e5; e8; u3; e1; t1; e5; u4; t1; e5; e3; u5; t1; e4; e2; e1 (2)
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Figure 4: 188-220B Datalink layer: GraphsG (a) andG
0

(b) representing an FSM for the IUT.

8 Conclusion

This paper considers testing Army communications protocols in
a testing environment with limited controllability. A tester has
varying degrees of controllability on the inputs needed from mul-
tiple entities communicating with the IUT. The inputs fall into
three categories: directly controllable, semicontrollable, or un-
controllable. Most test generation techniques are limited to di-
rectly controllable inputs. The presented graph conversion algo-
rithm [15, 16] is capable of also utilizing the semicontrollable
inputs, which helps increase the number of testable transitions.
Practical considerations allow to avoid an exponential growth of
a test suite, resulting in a linear test sequence length.

The research was motivated by work to generate tests for MIL-
STD 188-220B. The number of testable transitions for 188-220B
Class A–Type 1 Datalink Service module is approximately 200
without utilizing the semicontrollable inputs, which accounts
for only 30% of all transitions defined in the protocol speci-
fication. The presented methodology makes it possible to in-
crease the number of testable transitions to over 700. Combined
with our previous work on testing protocols with timing con-
straints [18, 19], the methodology allows to generate tests free of
interruptions due to timeouts and a coverage of more than 95%
of the transitions defined in the specification.
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